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CRYPTOHASHING: AN EFFICIENT PRIVACY 
PRESERVING DATA PUBLISHING
Nithya. M*,** and Sheela.T***

Abstract : Preserving Privacy and retaining accuracy are important requirements in the fi eld of data 
mining and publishing. Privacy preserving focuses on breaking down associations between data 
attributes, meanwhile accuracy expects relationship intact between attributes. Achieving balance 
between privacy and accuracy without compromise of either of them is always a challenge
Methods / Analysis: Breaking down of association between attributes involves high data utility 
loss, expensive and will be diffi cult to reconstruct the original data. PPDM techniques like 
data partitioning, data modifi cation, data restriction are common techniques aiming to achieve 
balance between these 2 factors. Unfortunately they have their own limitation in handling privacy 
and accuracy. This paper explains a new technique called Hashing which handles privacy and 
accuracy factors effectively. 

Findings: This new Hashing technique looks promising as it offers better privacy and accuracy of 
data. Hashing algorithm is derived and realized using ORANGE tool. Novelty /Improvement: 
Hashing algorithm brings relative signifi cance on privacy on data when compared to accuracy 
as reconstruction of original data post modifi cation is quite a challenge. This algorithm leaves 
room for improving the data reconstruction part. Experimental results are analyzed to justify the 
performance of Hashing technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining and publishing involves collection of large scale raw data and converting them into 
benefi cial information. Advanced techniques like artifi cial intelligence, neural networks and statistics are 
used in data mining to arrive at data extraction models which could be in the form of rules, patterns 
and decision trees.  These models are directly related to individual privacy of humans. PPDM ensures 
individual privacy is not breached while still able to extract useful information from the data extraction 
models. Predictive rules and techniques1 can help in predicting privacy information easily. Thus data 
anonymization becomes a requirement to avoid sensitive data leakage. Anonymization techniques like 
Generalization2,3, Bucketization4,5,6 and Slicing are well known which handle data anonymization in their 
own way. In general, these techniques manage in manipulating the original data to avoid sensitive data 
made available for data analysts. In this course of data manipulation, there are always possibilities of 
data utilization going down. Utilization loss becoming predominant shall directly affect the accuracy of 
data analysis.   In few occasions the analysis results go completely wrong fi nally unable to solve the very 
purpose of data mining and publishing. In general there is a strong assumption that privacy and accuracy 
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are trade off features7, practically impossible to achieve both. Other techniques like Cryptography methods 
are relatively better as they tweak the source data to an extent to maintain data privacy and accuracy. 
Methods like noise additions and space transformation are well known among them. This paper explains 
a new Hashing method which offers better privacy and accuracy of data. Open source ORANGE data 
mining tool is used to design this algorithm. Initial part of this paper will detail on merits and demerits of 
conventional cryptographically techniques. 

2. Data Analysis
Any source data shall have identifi ers which can uniquely identify individual (Name, SSO), Quasi 
Identifi ers (Age, Sex) which are available for the analyst and fi nally sensitive data (Disease, Salary) whose 
privacy need to be secured. Medical records from Hospital, salary records from Company are considered 
as sensitive data which are prone to security issues and attacks8. These data when leaked out could be a 
threat to individual privacy. These data could be of any data type, volume and size. The data source can be 
manipulated with certain level of privacy maintained and released to certain group of people. In parallel 
another group of people might receive manipulated data with different degree of privacy. If both the data 
variants are somehow accessible by an intruder then there is always a possibility to compare both the 
data variants and exploit the privacy factor. Further data analysis results should always respect analysis 
requirement. In few occasions maintaining data privacy is expected than accuracy of data. In other cases 
accuracy of data is mandate. Thus data publishing technique should be fl exible for generating reports as 
per need.

3. INSPIRATION FOR HASHING
Cryptographic techniques on secured multiparty computation is explained9 with the help of two billionaire’s  
who which to understand the richest person among the two without revealing each other’s wealth data. 
This infact gave an insight to compare two different data sources to get useful information out of it. 
Further it was demonstrated that any problem which can be described by a polynomial size boolean 
circuit of logarithmic depth10 can be solved securely. The level of privacy to be maintained is proportional 
to the intensity of encryption applied on the source data. The intensity of encryption can be referred 
as protocol which determines the security level of the multiplayers involved in data sharing. Here 2 or 
more players share their data to a third party protocol which will fi nally publish the desired output which 
are defi ned and agreed by all the players. This formulation is being followed by most of the secured 
computations11.  Goldwasser-Micali12 (GM) cryptosystem, which is the fi rst homomorphic cryptosystem, 
falls under public key encryption methods. This method involved in exhaustive message expansion 
during encryption resulting in becoming unusable for data mining.  Benaloh13 cryptosystem was the 
successor of the Goldwasser-Micali (GM) cryptosystem. Although this method was better than the earlier 
one, it was not an effi cient method. Paillier14 cryptosystem was proposed to avoid the drawbacks in the 
earlier homomorphic cryptosystem. The Paillier cryptosystem houses speedy encryption and decryption 
algorithms, encrypting 1024-bit messages in ciphertexts of at least 2048-bits. 

Collaborative similarity measure approach protocol is used in15 with lightweight overhead. An effi cient 
aggregation operator fused into advanced encryption algorithm is discussed in16. Zero data and query 
privacy leakage is achieved in Effi cient Conjunctive Query (ECQ) scheme in17. By linking the benefi ts of 
RSA public key cryptosystem and homomorphism encryption scheme, a model of hierarchical management 
on the cryptogram is derived in18. Similarly a secure k-means data mining approach is proposed in19 which 
offers better effi ciency.  Normalization techniques20 are also used to achieve privacy preserving in data 
mining.
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3.1 Hashing Technique

Methodology
Considering the drawbacks of earlier cryptographic methods there is a need to create an improvement in 
publishing technique. Hashing technique is designed considering the above drawbacks. A source table 
with Place, Gender, Age, Disease information is used for demonstrating Hashing method. Since disease 
attribute is a sensitive factor it needs to be handled carefully to avoid leakage of privacy. To improve data 
utility correlated attributes (age and gender) are grouped together. Similarly (Place and disease) attributes 
are grouped together. The data owner generates dependent hash keys and retains them. The data owner 
performs hashing encryption exclusively for the two groups and sends the encrypted data to the data 
analyst. The data which is sent may be vulnerable to hacking before it reaches the data analyst. Since the 
data is hashed, the hackers may not be in a position to merge the 2 groups and fi nd the sensitive data.  Once 
the data reaches the data analyst, dependent hash keys are sent separately to him from the data owner. With 
the help of dependent hash keys the data analyst can decode the encryption and reconstruct the original 
table without losing accuracy. In this process privacy of data is also retained as the hackers could not hack 
the source data during the data transfer.

3.2 Algorithm
Encryptor 1:

import Orange

from random import randint

import hashlib

data = Orange.data.Table (in_data)

age, gender, hash_one = [Orange.feature.String(x) for x in [“Age”,”Gender”,”Hash_One”]]

Domain = Orange.data.Domain ([age,gender,hash_one])

out_data = Orange.data.Table (Domain)

print “%-15s %-15s %s” % (“Age”, “Gender”,”Hash_One”)

for i in range(len(data)):

hash_one = hashlib.sha224 (str(randint(1000,10000))).hexdigest()

print “%-15s %-15s %s” % (data[i][“age”],data[i][“gender”], hash_one)

out_data.append([str(data[i][‘age’]) ,str(data[i][‘gender’]),hash_one])

Encryptor 2:

import Orange

from random import randint

import hashlib

data = Orange.data.Table (in_data)

place, disease, hash_two = [Orange.feature.String(x) for x in [“Place”,”Disease”,”Hash_Two”]]

Domain = Orange.data.Domain ([place,disease,hash_two])
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out_data = Orange.data.Table (Domain)
print (“Place”, “Disease”,”Hash_Two”)
for i in range (len (data)):
hash_two = hashlib.sha224 (str (randint (1000, 10000))).hexdigest ()
print (data[i][“place”],data[i][“disease”],hash_two)
out_data.append([str(data[i][‘place’]) ,str(data[i][‘disease’]),hash_two])

Shuffl er:

import Orange
out_data = Orange.data.Table (in_data)
out_data.shuffl e ()

3.3 Working Procedure
Step 1: Source data table to be published is fi rst classifi ed into identifi ers, quasi identifi ers & sensitive 

attributes. Since attribute “disease” is a confi dential data for an individual which can reveal per-
sonal information when linked with other attributes it is considered as sensitive data.

Step 2: Hash_One is created using random number generation and reiterated to prevent cracking.
Step 3: Hash_Two is created using Hash_One and reiterated to prevent cracking.
Step 4: The source data table is next divided into columns. This division brings certain quasi identifi ers 

together on one side (vertical 1) and the other with a combination of quasi identifi er and sensitive 
attribute (vertical 2).

Step 5: Vertical 1 is hashed with Hash_One key. 
Step 6: Vertical 2 is hashed with Hash_Two key. 
Step 7: Vertical 1 with Hash_One key is random shuffl ed.
Step 8: Vertical 2 with Hash_Two key is random shuffl ed.

3.4 Experimental Analysis

Figure 1. Implementation Schema
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Figure 1 shows the implementation of hashing algorithm using ORANGE data mining tool. Encryptor_1 
and Encryptor_2 are used to encrypt (age, gender) and (Place, disease) attributes respectively. Shuffl er_1 
and Shuffl er_2 are used to shuffl e the hashed and encrypted data tables. 

Figure 2. Hash Table 

Figure 2 shows the dependent hash table generated. Hash_One is random generated and Hash_Two 
is generated based on Hash_One. Further the two hash keys are used to encrypt vertical 1 and 2 tables 
respectively.  These two tables are sent to the data analyst. Since they are encrypted it will be impossible 
for the hacker to hack the original data. Once the tables reach the data analyst, he can combine the tables 
using the dependent hash table which is separately sent to him. To validate the accuracy of the data 
received, an accuracy fi nder algorithm is used. This algorithm compares the original data table and the 
reconstructed data table received in the data analyst end.  

Accuracy fi nder Algorithm
1 Compare the hash key in both tables and rearranges them according to key-value pair in hash_values 

table
2. Hash_one and hash_two are the hash entries from hash_table
3. Count is the number of entries in table and Count1 is the number of entries that match with hash keys
4. Count - Count1 is the number of invalid entries
5. Iteration to move through all entries in table
6. Increment Count variable count + = 1    
7. Iteration to move through all entries                   
8. Increment Count1 if hash_keys match count1 += 1   
9. End of Iteration
10. valid_entries gives the total number of valid entries evaluated
11. valid_entries = 0 implies that there is no missing of entries
12. invalid_entries = count - count 1
13. if invalid_entries > 0
14. if there is missing entries, fi nd the error percentage error_percent = (count1 / count) * 100                     
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 3. Accuracy Results 

Figure 3 shows the results of accuracy fi nder comparing the source table and the reconstructed table. 
It is evident that accuracy is 97.3 % which is promising when compared to other cryptographic methods. 
From the experimental results it is clear that the hash encrypting is performing well in terms of effi ciency 
and cost. Time taken for reconstructing the source data is negligible as the program takes 7.4 seconds for 
reconstructing 1920 records.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This new Crypto Hashing technique looks promising as it offers better privacy and accuracy of data in the 
fi eld of data mining and publishing. Considering the effi ciency, cost and run time factors this technique 
can be used for managing large amount of data. Memory required for encrypting is also limited as the 
hash keys occupy less data space. This technique offers privacy and accuracy during the phase of data 
transmission from the data owner to data analyst. It seals the source data from the intermediate hackers. 
Care should be taken once the data reaches the data analyst.
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